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Abstract: Hand Gesture Recognition (HGR) is a promising research area
with an extensive range of applications, such as surgery, video game tech-
niques, and sign language translation, where sign language is a complicated
structured form of hand gestures. The fundamental building blocks of struc-
tured expressions in sign language are the arrangement of the fingers, the
orientation of the hand, and the hand’s position concerning the body. The
importance of HGR has increased due to the increasing number of touch-
less applications and the rapid growth of the hearing-impaired population.
Therefore, real-time HGR is one of the most effective interaction methods
between computers and humans. Developing a user-free interface with good
recognition performance should be the goal of real-time HGR systems.
Nowadays, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) shows great recognition
rates for different image-level classification tasks. It is challenging to train deep
CNN networks like VGG-16, VGG-19, Inception-v3, and Efficientnet-B0
from scratch because only some significant labeled image datasets are available
for static hand gesture images. However, an efficient and robust hand gesture
recognition system of sign language employing finetuned Inception-v3 and
Efficientnet-Bo network is proposed to identify hand gestures using a compar-
ative small HGR dataset. Experiments show that Inception-v3 achieved 90%
accuracy and 0.93% precision, 0.91% recall, and 0.90% f1-score, respectively,
while EfficientNet-B0 achieved 99% accuracy and 0.98%, 0.97%, 0.98%,
precision, recall, and f1-score respectively.
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1 Introduction

HGR is the initial stage of a computer’s interpretation of human body language, having valuable
human-computer interaction (HCI) applications, including virtual reality, video games, telesurgery,
and TV control [1]. One of the most critical uses of HGR is sign language translation because they
represent basic human emotions and communication information; the hand movements used in sign
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language are arranged in a highly complicated fashion. The fundamental elements of these manual
expressions are the local finger configuration and the global finger configuration, which refers to the
orientation and placement of the hand concerning the body. All of these complementary primitives
should be considered by an effective recognition system in a series of frames. It is challenging to
compare the Euclidean space primitives because of the time dependence of these frames. The majority
of recognition systems use the hand’s regional configuration for HGR. These systems perform a hand
segmentation preprocessing phase employing color-based models, or they accept a segmented region
of the human hand as input [2,3]. Other HGR systems consider the overall body configuration and
ignore the local finger configurations. With the limited number of well-defined and clear gestures,
these methods have been performed efficiently for some HCI-related applications. They still need to
improve when it comes to accurate sign language gesture identification [4].

Computer vision experts have utilized various algorithms and deep learning techniques to assist
humans in solving problems [5]. Computer and human interaction improvement has been facilitated
by using hand gestures in many software programs [6]. The HGR system is vital in developing human-
computer interaction and is increasingly used in various domains. The application of HGR can now
be seen in virtual reality [7,8], cognitive development assessment [9], games [10], assisted living [11,12],
augmented reality [13], etc. The industry has recently become interested in HGR in various fields
for human-robot interaction in manufacturing [14,15] and control of autonomous cars [16]. This aim
of the real-time HGR system primarily focuses on classifying and identifying gestures in real-time
enlivenment. To comprehend how a hand moves, we can employ a variety of algorithms and concepts
from diverse disciplines, including image processing and neural networks [17]. The HGR system has
a wide range of uses. For instance, we can use sign language to communicate with deaf persons who
cannot hear.

In the literature, most researchers used conventional methods for HGR; they used classical
feature extraction methods such as spatial-temporal features, shape descriptors, etc. [18]. In a specific
environment, these hand-crafted features performed well, but the performance has degraded in the
diverse condition of the dataset. Deep-Learning (DL) based approaches such as CNN [19] as well as
stacked denoising autoencoder [20] architectures are used to overcome these limitations. Still, training
CNN models from scratch is challenging for the following reasons. (i) A massive amount of image data
is required to train the CNN model properly. (ii) Convergence problems can arise during CNN training,
requiring repeated CNN layer adjustments and hyperparameters learning. As a result, creating a
CNN model takes a lot of work. The dataset with fewer images used a transfer-learning technique
to solve the above-mentioned problems. For this purpose, different CNN models are trained on large
label datasets, such as VGG [21], ResNet [22], AlexNet [23], Inception-v3 [24], GoogleNet [25], and
Efficientnet-B0 [26] are-finetuned on the HGR dataset. However, to recognize hand gestures in real-
time, an efficient and robust hand gesture recognition system of sign language employing finetuned
Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-Bo network is proposed. The main contributions of this research are
summarized as under:

• A refined Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-Bo network-based hand gesture recognition system
for sign language translation is proposed to recognize human hand gestures in a real-time
environment efficiently.

• The effectiveness and reliability of the proposed system are assessed by employing publicly
available standard American Sign Language (ASL) datasets, and the results show a significant
performance than existing methods.

• By incorporating the proposed methodology, a real-time hand gestures recognition system has
been introduced, and subject-neutral mode testing results have been conducted.
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The remaining sections of the work are structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work
of HGR techniques. Section 3 describes the detailed methodology of the HGR system. The standard
dataset, validation methods, and detailed experimental results of HGR are discussed in Section 4.
Finally, the conclusion is shown in Section 5.

2 Related Works

Researchers present different methods for the HGR system in the current literature. There have
been discussed multiple techniques for the implementation of the HGR system, including both the
Conventional as well as the DL techniques. In this section, existing work has been conducted to
understand the mechanism of HGR methods.

2.1 Conventional Machine Learning-Based HGR Systems
Recently, several authors presented conventional machine learning base HGR systems such as

Pedersoli et al. [27] proposed a method based on ML for dynamic hand gestures and static hand pose
recognition. The authors used the ASL dataset for hand pose recognition; first, they segmented the
hand region from the image, and then the segmented hand region was provided to Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier for hand gesture classification. Huang et al. [28] presented three steps based
HGR system. The first step was feature extraction, followed by training and recognition. In feature
extraction, a hybrid technique is combined, which extracts edges and temporal features from each
image and then provides these features to an ML-based Principle Component Analysis algorithm for
training. A pre-trained Principal Component Analysis (PCA) model is used in the recognition step
to recognize 18 different gestures. Skaria et al. [29] proposed an HGR system using hand gesture
signatures generated by an ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radar. First, the authors take signals from
14 hand gestures and turn them into 3D tensors consisting of range-doppler signature frame sequences.
Next, the authors extract features from these signatures using CNN and fed these features to different
classifiers, i.e., SVM, K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), and Fully
Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNN) for prediction. Haria et al. [30] proposed an HGR-based
human and computer interaction method for dynamic hand gestures. The system translates gestures
into actions, such as launching applications like PowerPoint, vlc media player. The authors claimed
a high-level accuracy over other methods for controlling applications. Parvathy et al. [31] proposed
a machine learning-based HGR system. This system consists of three main stages, i.e., segmentation,
feature extraction, and classification. The authors extracted rotation and scale invariant key features
from hand gesture images using discrete wavelet transform and modified speed of robust features
descriptors. Next, the BOW technique is used to develop the fixed-dimension input vector that is
required for the SVM classifier. Experimental results show that the authors achieved an accuracy of
around 96.5% using the SVM classifier.

2.2 Deep Learning-Based HGR Systems
Currently, researchers have used deep learning methods for the HGR system. De Smedt et al. [32]

presented a deep learning-based HGR system on the DHG dataset. In this system, RGB-D images
are used where R is red, G is green, B is blue, and D is the depth channel of the image. A pre-trained
VGG model is trained on a sequence of five consecutive images. Subsequently, Never ova et al. present
multi-modal data skeletal and audio stream data, RGB-D images for multi-model classification task
in [33,34]. The first convolutional layers are used to process each modality independently of the
merged. An introduction of the multi-modal dropout (ModDrop) prevents meaningless co-adaptation
of modalities. Waldron et al. [2] proposed multi-DL architectures for sequence feature globalization,
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recognition, and hand segmentation. The authors used forty different hand gestures in an uncontrolled
environment to evaluate the system. The experimental results reveal the system’s performance as
well as surpassing the state-of-the-art techniques. Mujahid et al. [35] proposed a technique for the
detection and classification of hand gestures using DL models. They used two different models, i.e.,
DarkNet-53 and YOLO-V3, for HGR, even though no additional preprocessing steps are used for
the enhancement of images. The proposed system detects hand gestures more accurately, even in low-
resolution images. A deep learning-based method was suggested by Ozcan et al. [36] to enhance the
performance of the HGR system through transfer learning. They finetuned the Alexnet model and
performed experiments on sign language digits and Thomas Moeslund’s gesture recognition datasets
and achieved 94% and 98% accuracy for both datasets, respectively. Sahoo et al. [37] presented a real-
time hand gesture recognition method using transfer learning techniques. They used AlexNet and
VGG-16 to train on American Sign Language datasets. Neethu et al. [38] proposed deep learning-based
HGR detection and recognition system. They first segment hand region and figures from images using
their mask image and then provide those images to the CNN model for training. They achieved high-
level SOTA performance. Oyedotun et al. [39] Proposed a method for HER based on deep learning
models, and they used twenty-four different hand gestures taken from Thomas Moeslund’s gesture
recognition database. They used denoising auto-encoder and CNN; they are capable of learning the
complex HGR task with lower error rates. Both models are trained and tested from the American
Sign Language public database. Güler et al. [40] proposed a method for HGR using a capsule network
with CNN. They used three different datasets, i.e., Cifar-10, HG14, and FashionMnist datasets, and
four different CNN models, i.e., Reset50, Vgg16, DenseNet, and CapsNet. All four models are trained
on each dataset and then compared to their results; the proposed hybrid model achieved the highest
accuracy with 93.88% in the FashionMnist dataset, 81.42% in the Cifar-10, and 90% in the HG14
dataset. Sagayam et al. [41] proposed a technique for HGR using a well-tuned Deep Convolutional
Neural Network (DCNN) model. The Cambridge Hand Gesture dataset is used to assess the CNN
model performance. The accuracy achieved by the CNN model is 96.6%, while the specificity and
sensitivity are 98% and 85%, respectively.

3 Proposed Methodology

This section provides a detailed overview of the HGR system. The suggested system entails three
primary sections, which are data acquisition, preprocessing, and HGR, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: An efficient and robust hand gesture recognition system of sign language employing finetuned
Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-Bo network for a static HGR system
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3.1 Datasets
The suggested system is assessed by employing the easily available American Sign Language (ASL)

dataset. The Kinect camera was used to create the ASL dataset [42], which includes 5440 color static
gesture images and corresponding depth Maps. ASL consists of 37 poses, of which ten are based on
numbers (0–9), and 26 are based on the alphabet.

This dataset is developed by using ten subjects, and each gesture sample is repeated 16 times. It is
an incredibly challenging dataset due to human noises, complicated background, and certain samples
of gesture that have been gathered by bending the wrists or elbows to a specific angle.

3.2 Preprocessing
Preprocessing is the most crucial step after data collection. It is used to prepare data before

proceeding with the training and testing of the DL and ML models. Capturing images/videos through a
mobile camera or other vision sensor containing factors that affect the results of the models. Different
preprocessing techniques, such as resizing, noise removal, and data augmentation techniques, are
applied to improve the quality of images or videos. In this study, we used image resizing, noise removal,
and data augmentation techniques. The images were resized to 224 × 224 as they were not the same
size, due to which the performance of the model was affected. Images have different types of noise,
i.e., Gaussian noise, salt, pepper, etc.; for removing this kind of noise, Median and Gaussian filters
are applied to images which make images smooth and clear. Also, we used the data augmentation
technique to create fake data during training, due to which the performance of the trained model
is improved, and chances of overfitting are reduced. We used the image rotation method for data
augmentation. The rotation angle (θ ) is 30°.

3.3 Architectures of Proposed Models
CNNs were introduced in the late 1980s by LeCun et al. [43], it contains different layers, such as the

Convolutional layer, pooling layer, fully connected layer, and activation layer. Convolutional layers are
used to extract unique features from input images. These Features are extracted using convolutional
operation between kernel and input image. The kernel is a small rectangular size matrix of 5 × 5, 3 × 3,
which slides over the image and produces the feature map. The most relevant data about the feature
map is preserved by the pooling layer, which is then utilized to reduce the size of the feature map. There
are several pooling layer types that are employed, including average pooling and maximum pooling.
Fully connected layers classify images, while the output sigmoid layer predicts the final result [44].
Recently, CNN achieved great SOTA results relative to traditional methods in the field of computer
vision, for example, medical image classification [45,46], face detection, text classification, etc. In this
work, we used two different pre-trained models, Efficientnet-B0 and Inception-v3, to classify hand
gesture images.

3.3.1 Inception-v3 Model

The Inception-v3 model is an updated version of the Inception-v1 model. The Inception-v3 model
optimizes the network in a variety of ways for higher model adaptability. In comparison to the
Inception-v1 and v2 models, it has a more extensive network. It is a deep CNN model that was trained
on a low-configuration computer, as seen in Fig. 2. Training can be time-consuming and challenging,
sometimes taking up to several days. Transfer learning is used to solve this problem, keeping the final
layer of the model for use with new categories. The inception-V3 model has 48 layers where we freeze
all the top layers of the model and include new layers according to our dataset classes.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the Inception-v3 model

Furthermore, a model like Inception-V3 is useful for complex DL problems. Other deep learning
models like Vgg16, Vgg19, and AlexNet, etc., may not perform well for difficult tasks or extracting
complex features because these models use a simple stack of convolutional layers, pooling layers
followed by fully connected layers, but Inception-V3 models consist of 1 × 1 convolutions also known
as pointwise convolutions followed by convolutional layers with different size of kernels applied
simultaneously, and it contains more hidden layers. It allows inception to learn more complex features;
that’s why inception is used for more complex problems.

3.3.2 Efficientnet-B0 Model

The Efficientnet family of architectures was developed to find an appropriate method to scale
CNNs and improve model performance. The authors suggest a compound scaling technique that
uniformly scales width, depth, and resolution using a given set of coefficients. By using this technique,
the authors were able to create the Efficientnet-B0 CNN architecture. The Efficientnet model group
consists of eight models from B0 to B7, with each subsequent model number referring to variants with
more parameters and higher accuracy. The base Efficientnet-B0 is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Architecture of the Efficientnet-B0
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CNNs can capture richer and more complex characteristics by adjusting the network depth.
However, the vanishing gradient [47] problem makes network training more difficult. The network can
collect more fine-grained features by adjusting its width. Training is also easy. Fig. 3 shows the detailed
baseline EfficientNet-B0 model that accepts 224 × 224 × 3 input images where 224x × 224 is the width
and height of an image and 3 is the image dimension. This algorithm uses multiple convolutional layers
with a 3 × 3 receptive field and the mobile inverted bottleneck convolutional to capture characteristics
across layers. Below, Eqs. (1) to (5) shows scaling the width, depth, and resolution.

w = βϕ, (1)

d = αϕ, (2)

r = γϕ, (3)

s.t α.β2.γ 2 ≈ 2 (4)

α ≥ 1, β ≥ 1, γ ≥ 1. (5)

where w denotes width, d denotes height, and r denotes resolution, and the α, β, and γ are constant
coefficients determined by a small grid search on the original small model. Network width, depth, and
resolution are all uniformly scaled by EfficientNet using a compound coefficient .

On the other hand, wide and shallow networks are unable to capture high-level features. High-
resolution images enable CNNs to detect more minute patterns, and more processing power and
memory are needed to process larger images. That’s why in this work, we used the Efficientnet-B0
model to evaluate their performance on the American Sign Language dataset.

Moreover, EfficientNet is particularly useful for employing deep learning on edge, as it reduces
compute cost, battery usage, and also training and inference speeds. This kind of model efficiency
ultimately enables the use of deep learning on mobile and other edge devices.

4 Experimental Results and Discussion

4.1 Data Acquisition
Data acquisition is the first step in any research. It is comprised of two components: data and

acquisition. Data is unrefined, raw information that can be either organized or unorganized. Collecting
data for the particular activity at hand is referred to as acquiring data. For the development of the
HGR system, several sensors are available. Table 1 compares different sensors together with their
benefits and limitations. The HGR method, which was designed by utilizing data gloves, is more
accurate and reliable, as shown in Table 1, but it also restricted the user’s hands by requiring them to
wear uncomfortable gloves [48]. Hand tracking for HGR based on leap motion sensors is performed
with high accuracy, but the coverage area of the hand is small. The vision-based sensor, in contrast to
the other sensors, is amazingly effective because it doesn’t require the user to place any objects in their
hands. The vision sensor captures hand gestures with a free hand [49]. That’s why researchers have used
vision sensors mostly to develop efficient and cost-effective HGR systems. In this work, we developed
the proposed HGR system using a camera sensor because it can correctly and easily segment the hand
region from the image frame.
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Table 1: A review of the various sensors employed by the HGR system

Data Sensors Wearable Advantages Limitations

Depth sensor (Kinect) No No color marker, easy
hand segmentation

The first thing in the camera’s
frame should be a hand

Vision sensors (Camera) No Free to use The effects of ambient and
human noise

Leap motion No Hand tracking with
absolute precision.

Less coverage area and
consistently placing your
hand over the sensor

Data glove Yes Robust as well as low cost less user-friendly and less
comfortability

4.2 Evaluation Parameters
Evaluation is the most important part of any research work. It is employed to check the

effectiveness of the system. This study used Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-Score as evaluation
parameters.

Accuracy is defined as it is the ratio of correct predicted observations to all observations. Accuracy
is evaluated through Eq. (6), where True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and
False Negative (FN) are used.

Accuracy = TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(6)

The proportion of accurately predicted positive observations to all of the predicted positive
observations is known as precision shown in Eq. (7).

Precision = TP
TP + TN

(7)

The proportion of accurately predicted positive observations to all of the actual class observations
is known as recall shown in Eq. (8).

Recall = TF
TP + FN

(8)

The weighted average of Precision and Recall is known as F1-Score. It is calculated through
Eq. (9).

F1 − score = 2 · Precision ∗ Recall
Precision + Recall

(9)

4.2.1 Setting of Hyperparameters for Fine-Tuning

To finetune both CNN networks same hyperparameters are used, as shown in Table 2. The 32
batch size and 0.0001 learning rate with Adam Optimizer are used for the American Sign Language
dataset. The proposed inception-V3 and EfficientNet-B0 are finetuned on the ASL dataset, where we
freeze all the top layers of the model and include new layers according to our dataset classes. The same
hyperparameters for finetuning are used for both models. This work is developed by using python and
TensorFlow.
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Table 2: The hyperparameters of proposed fine-tuned models

Models Total no of
classes

Batch size Epochs Loss Learning rate Optimizer Time (ms) per
inference step
(CPU)

Time (ms) per
inference step
(GPU)

Inception-V3 36 32 30 Categorical
cross-entropy

0.0001 Adam 42.2 6.9

EfficientNet-B0 36 32 30 Categorical
cross-entropy

0.0001 Adam 46.0 4.9

4.2.2 Experimental Setup

In this work, both models are trained by using Python 3.8, Tensorflow 2.9, sklearn 1.0, matplotlib
3.5, and NumPy 1.21 libraries and Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 @ 2.80 GHz, dual processor, GeForce
442 GTX 1080 Graphics Cards, 24 GB RAM.

4.3 Experimental Results
Experiments are performed on two different pre-trained Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0 models.

Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and f1-score are used to evaluate. The Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0
models are trained for 30 epochs. The training model is then saved in the .h5 extension for prediction.
After the training of both Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0 models, the training accuracy of both
models is 82% and 99%, while the validation accuracy of both models is 90% and 99%, respectively,
as seen in Fig. 4. In addition, the static visual results of both two models are shown in Fig. 5 where
the first row shows actual labels of the gestures, the second row show the predicted gestures of the
inception-v3 model, and the third row shows the predicted gestures of the Efficientnet-B0 model. Red
color labels show the wrong predicted gestures, while black color shows the correct predicted gestures.
From Fig. 5, we examine that the Efficientnet-B0 performance is better than the Inception-v3 model.
It also shows that the inception models are confused in some gesture poses like ‘A,’ ‘G,’ ‘U,’ ‘R,’ and
‘Y.’ A gesture pose ‘A’ is misclassified to pose ‘C,’ gesture ‘G’ to gesture ‘P,’ gesture ‘U’ to gesture ‘D,’
gesture ‘R’ to gesture ‘K,’ and gesture ‘Y’ to gesture ‘7’. Furthermore, Figs. 6 and 7 show the confusion
matrix of both models, respectively. Finally, Table 3 shows gesture pose-wise precision, recall, and fi-
score of both Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0 models. This shows that Inception-v3 does not perform
well because the accuracy of some classes is not good as compared to Efficientnet-B0. On the other
hand, Efficientnet-B0 performs outclass for all gesture poses.

4.4 Comparison with Contemporary Techniques
This section discusses the comparison of the suggested system with Contemporary methods.

Table 4 displays a comparison of the suggested technique with recent existing techniques. The first
three papers [38,42], and [4] used different deep learning models and achieved 91.6%, 96.6, and 95.5%
accuracy, respectively. also, the F1-score of the three models is 86.9%, 91.1%, and 91% respective. While
comparing these results with our proposed system, our proposed Inception-V3 model achieved 90%
accuracy and 90% f1-score, which is less than contemporary models, but the proposed EfficientNet-B0
achieved the highest accuracy than all models, which is 99% and 98% f1-score. The results show that
the proposed system performs well than the existing Contemporary methods. The model accuracy is
used to compare the performance of the suggested method with Contemporary methods.
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Figure 4: Training and validation graphs of both Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0 models

Figure 5: Static visual results of both Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0 models
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Figure 6: Confusion matrix of Inception-v3 model

Figure 7: Confusion matrix of Efficientnet-B0 model
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Table 3: Performance comparison between Inception-v3 and EfficientNet-B0 models

EfficientNet-B0 Inception-v3

Classes Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

0 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.93
1 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99
3 1.00 0.93 0.96 0.87 1.00 0.93
4 1.00 0.90 0.94 0.90 0.87 0.88
5 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
6 0.98 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.94 0.97
7 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.55 1.00 0.71
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.87 0.96 0.91
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.93 0.96
A 1.00 0.92 0.95 1.00 0.67 0.80
B 0.94 1.00 0.96 1.00 0.97 0.98
C 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.86
D 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.76 1.00 0.86
E 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
F 0.98 0.91 0.94 0.89 1.00 0.94
G 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.88 0.06 0.12
H 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99
I 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.89 0.94
J 0.96 1.00 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.98
K 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.85
L 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
M 1.00 0.87 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00
N 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
O 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
P 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.76
Q 1.00 0.89 0.94 0.85 0.91 0.88
R 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.61 0.76
S 1.00 0.87 0.93 1.00 1.00 1.00
T 0.89 1.00 0.94 0.98 0.95 0.97
U 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.68 0.81
V 1.00 0.93 0.96 1.00 0.99 0.99
W 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.98
X 0.83 1.00 0.90 0.96 1.00 0.98
Y 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.92 0.44 0.59
Z 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99
– 1.00 0.94 0.96 1.00 1.00 1.00
Average 0.98% 0.97% 0.98% 0.93% 0.91% 0.90%
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Table 4: Comparison of proposed method with contemporary methods

Test models Total no of classes Model accuracy % Precision% Recall% F1-score%

CNN [38] 33 91.6 91.5 82.7 86.9
DeepCNN [42] 09 96.6 85 98.12 91.1
SIFT_CNN [4] 24 95.5 84 98 91
Proposed
Inception-V3

34 90 93 91 90

Proposed
EfficientNet-B0

34 99 98 97 98

4.5 Recognition of American Sign Language Gestures in Real-Time
The real-time recognition of American sign language gestures is implemented in python language

with an RGB color camera. Fig. 8 shows the step-by-step procedure for HGR. As shown in Fig. 8, a
color video is captured using a camera and then converted into frames; these frames are used as the
input image for further processing. The recognition of the gesture in a real-time description is below.

• The camera capture video and then convert it into frames.
• Applying preprocessing steps on input frames where frames are resized according to finetuned

models’ sizes.
• Detect hand region from the input frames; for this purpose, a pre-trained model from media

pipe is used, which detects hand key points from the image.
• Crop the detected hand key points and provide them to train models for prediction.

Figure 8: Real-time hand gestures recognition framework

In real-time experiments, we used a laptop camera whose resolution is 1920 × 1080 and frame rate
is 30 fps. The capture frames were resized into 224 × 224, which is the desired size of the proposed
models. Then performed, preprocessing on the capture frames; after preprocessing hand detector was
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used to detect the hand region from the frame, and the hand region was cropped from the frame and
provided to the trained model for prediction, and then shows the results in real-time with the predicted
label. Real-time results are shown in Fig. 9. Where black color labels show the actual label of the
gestures and red color shows the predicted label of the model. For prediction, we used Laptop Pc core
i7-4 Gen with a 2.10 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM, which take 3.9 s for the loading trained model;
the camera takes 6.7s for capturing the first frame, but it is then reduced to 0.13 s per frame when
video starts properly, and prediction takes 0.12 s to predict hand gesture in real-time. These results
show that our proposed system performs out class in real-time as well as in static conditions also.

Figure 9: Results of proposed EfficientNet-B0 on real time data

4.6 Limitations of Proposed HGR System:
Like other conventional ML and DL models, our proposed real-time HGR system also has some

limitations, which are listed below.

• In some cases, if the background and foreground colors are the same, then the hand detector
cannot efficiently detect the hand region, which causes misclassification.

• The illumination conditions day and night time also affect the recognition.
• Sometimes hands are too close or too far from the camera, which is not in an ideal condition

and also affects the recognition.
• Sometimes camera shutter cannot capture frames with the same speed of hand movement also

affect the recognition.

5 Conclusion and Future Direction

In this work, we have developed a transfer learning-based HGR method, where we used two
different deep learning models, i.e., Inception-v3 and Efficientnet-B0. The developed HGR system
classifies both static and real-time hand gestures from images and videos with an accuracy of 90%
and 99%, respectively. Despite the accuracy obtained by both models but there is still some space for
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improvement. The mode can be improved to classify more than one gesture in real-time. The proposed
system can help to improve the living system, which is used for computer and human interaction for
both impaired and healthy people. Moreover, we compare the performance of the models with each
other on the bases of accuracy, precision, recall, and fi-score, which shows that the Efficientnet-B0
performance is better than Inception-v3. Efficientnet-B0 classifies hand gesture poses in images and
videos with 99%, 99%, 99%, and 99% accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score, respectively, while
Inception-v3 achieved 90%, 93%, 91%, and 90%, accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score respectively.
For future work, we will be focusing on smartphone applications or robotics for the HGR systems.
Furthermore, to improve the accuracy of the HGR system, we will create a more advanced CNN with
data fusion.
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